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For Immediate Release
THE NEW LEADER IN HDMI VISUALISERS
HoverCam Ultra 8 - The World’s First Visualiser that Combines the Power of
HDMI with the SuperSpeed of USB 3
For secondary and higher education, where the computer is often the centre of the
classroom and a valuable tool for teaching, an affordable, high quality visualiser is an
essential tool.
The HoverCam Ultra 8 is the world’s first document camera with 8.0 Mega Pixel resolution
that outputs lag-free, uncompressed HD video over HDMI and SuperSpeed USB 3.0 cables.
It is about one-quarter the size and weight of traditional visualisers – making it completely
portable, and the advent of an LCD screen allows users to take, review and edit high quality
images anywhere, without the use of a computer .
Shipped pre-loaded with HoverCam’s FlexView and FlexCap software allowing users to
record no lag HD video, take snapshots, web conference, scan documents directly to PDF
and annotate, even while recording video and it is compatible with leading interactive
whiteboards.
“We have been the technology leader of USB document cameras since 2010. With Ultra 8,
we have established HoverCam as the performance leader of HDMI document cameras at a
price point attractive for education.” Craig Justice, VP of HoverCam Sales
The Ultra 8 has an RRP of £450(ex vat), and it is currently available from Wishtrac as well as
numerous re-sellers throughout the country, with free demonstrations available from a
retailer in your local area.
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Wishtrac is an educational purchaser and producer, started by former Deputy Head teacher
Paul Strongman, that creates, purchases and imports innovative classroom resources and
retails them to schools around the world. Wishtrac’s aim is to develop the HoverCam range in
the UK, to become the number one solution for Visualisers and Document Cameras.

